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History repeated?
Most of the beautiful scenic (lake) was hopelessly polluted
by the so-called red-tides of polluted waters from
the factories on its shores. Smog warning became
regular and asthma sufferers began trekking to the
hospitals. Regional complaints and petitions about
pollution, about 20,000 five years (earlier), had risen
to 76,000 as this decade began. In the south,
hundreds of people fell ill from eating the local
fish. Many died. Similar problems occurred in the
north, with mercury-filled drainage from one
factory and where a painful bone disease was caused
by cadmium ……
*Frank Gibney, Japan: The Fragile Superpower, W.W. Norton, 1975

For two decades, the government treated environmental
protection as a distraction from economic
growth…….Breakneck industrialization produced
some of the worst air and water pollution in the
world. According to environmental officials, acid
rain is falling on one-third of the country., half of the
water its seven largest rivers is ‘completely
useless’……one-third of the urban population is
breathing polluted air. More than 70% of the
rivers and lakes are polluted., and ground water
in 90% of the cities is tainted.
*Susan L. Shirk, China: Fragile Superpower, Oxford University
Press, 2007
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China’s Environmental Challenges
•

Clear and present national danger

• Water: uneven - 36% land S Yangtze 80%
water; 7 main rivers + 25/27 largest lakes
polluted; 500 m lack ready access to safe
drinking water; 25% land threatened by
desertification; Yellow River running dry (Fred
Pearce, When the Rivers Run Dry, 2006)
• 20 years = > 100 yrs Western industrial
pollution
• National Assessment Report on Climate
Chaos, Dec 2006 : Temperature + 1.3 – 2.1 d
by 2020; Qinghai- Tibet glaziers – 131.4 sq km
p.a.; those in W China – 27.2% by 2050;
extreme weather
• ‘Unstable, unbalanced, uncoordinated, and
unsustainable’ – Premier Wen, 16.03.2007

• Proactive Roadmap, from Bali, Pittsburg to
Copenhagen
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Current industrial development problems
•

5 Imbalances : Rural v Urban, Human v Env,
Economic v Social, National v Local, Inward v
Outward Investment (Premier Wen, NPC, 03.2005)

•

Env-unfriendly, energy-inefficient, low-margin +
over-export-dependent industrial production

•

40% export dependent v 11% in US – vulnerable to
global vicissitudes + rivalry for resources

•

Air pollution causes China 400,000 deaths p.a. SO2
emissions 510 b RMB 2005 Environmental costs 1213 % of the GDP (Fudan University)

•

Young EP Ministry against growth-first agendas,
backward technology, local protectionism and vested
interests

•

@energy used = 1/15 US, 1/5 Japan, but 2 x India

•

energy input @ GDP 10 Japan, 6.5 UK., 4.3 US, 3
India

•

3% manufacture owns proprietary technologies;
50% reliant on foreign brands/technology v 5% in
Japan & US (15% of value added of IT export;$1
profit DVD player; 1.65% value of iPod)
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Energy Security
•

Three Billion New Capitalists, Clyde Prestowitz

•

30,000 km new roads p.a. for a 7-9-18 network of
85,000 km national expressways > US Interstate
by 10,000 km

•

Biggest railway expansion since 19 th C, from
78,000 km (6% of world length carrying 25%
world freight) to 100,000 km by 2020

•

Massive urbanization (+ 350 m + 1 b by 2025,
MGI, March 2008)

•

20 m jobs p.a.; job gap of 8-12 m to mid-21C

•

Need for sustained fast growth to face Aging

•

94% self-sufficient v 70% OECD - 77% on coal

•

8% of world crude oil demand v US 25%; each
only 3% of world oil reserve
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Energy geopolitics
•

Sea lane choke points: Hormuz + Malacca Strait

•

Saudi Arabia (17% supply + strategic reserve (90 d) in
Zhenhai (S of Shanghai) + Qingdao)

•

Iran ($70 b Yadavaran deal)

•

OPEC President– 12.05 visit on oil price modalities

•

Central Asia (1,200 km pipeline Kazakhstan to N
Xinjiang; SCO with Russia (+ Kyrjystan, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan + Observers : India, Pakistan, Iran,
Afghanistan + Turkey)

•

Africa (1/3 supply) – Angola + Sudan

•

S America – Venezuela + Brazil

•

Russia – Siberia pipeline spur to Xinjiang

•

Australia – Chinalco equity in Rio Tinto; PetroChina
$41b 20-yr deal (19.08.09, largest ever in Australia) for
2.25m tons p.a. LNG from Gorgon Field in NW – from
share originally held by ExxonMobil

•

S China Sea-Japan –potential reserve 7 T cu ft gas +100
bb oil – President Hu’s ‘Warm Spring’ visit 08
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Energy geo - economics
•

Resurgent Russia, Iran and Venezuela

•

ME – ADIA war chest $800b - 7.5% Carlyle
($1.35b) + 5% Citigroup ($7.5b); KIA + Saudi
(+Temasek) 14.5b in Citigroup; Abu Dhabibacked Aabar now largest shareholder ($2.7b)
in Daimler; Saudi domestic fund $600b; GCC
EC by 2010? Porfolio impact on USD?

•

Regional relations e.g. SCO, Venezuela v US

•

Africa under China’s influence

•

Energy security top priority in US, EU, China

•

Arctic (Trausti Valsson, U of Iceland) – Davis
+ Denmark Straits, GIUK, Bering Strait,
Kamchatka, Sea of Okhotsk, Aleutian Islands,
safe Canadian Nortern Passage + cornucopia
of resources
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Food Security
•

Wheat, rice and corn - 37% by 2nd half 21st C –
food shortage 5-10% within 20 yrs (Joint deptal
report, March 2007)

•

Population growth + bio-fuels = food price
increases long-term (+25% 1Q 2008)

•

9% land for 20% world population + WTO
exposure to imports with agricultural subsidy
China 1.23% (700m farmers) v US 50%, EU 60%,
Japan 76.7%

•

11 FYP – Three Agrarian Issues - New Socialist
Countryside – Agricultural tax abolished, free
compulsory 9-yr education, some health insurance

•

Energy-rich but food-scare countries quest for
overseas food supply – MENA – Libya – Ukraine,
Saudi Arabia to invest in agriculture and livestock
overseas, Chinese Ministry of Agriculture - land in
Brazil for soybean production
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Action Program for Sustainable Development
•

Agenda 21 – A White Paper on
Population, Environment and
Development in the 21st Century ‘Common but Differentiated
Responsibilities’ for United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCC), 1992

•

2004 @CO2 emissions improved to
87% of world average and 33% of
OECD. Emission intensity achieved a
reduction of 49.5% v world average
reduction 12.6% and OECD average
16.1% (IEA)

•

But 11th FYP reduction targets of 2%
emission and 4% energy @GDP not
achieved until 2008

•

NDRC National Climate Change
Program up to 2050.
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Quiet Green Revolution (1)
•

1980 highest energy intensity; 1990 80% > world average;
strongest improvement 7.5% p.a. 1990 – 2000; drastically
declined to only 1% p.a.; now above world average

•

Nuclear – 2@ x 15 yrs; 9.06 m kW + 30.5% since 2006

•

Hydro – S to N ($60 b): world leader installed capacity 145
m kW and power generation 482.9 b kWh; Three Gorges
Dam to increase hydro to 290gW by 2020 – full potential
400gW

•

Wind - 7- fold increase to 6 m kW; 5th in world; to 30gW
for 13-30 m households by 2020

•

Solar – by far world leader 110m sq metres - 30 m
households = 60% world capacity; 2 gW by 2020 (= 40 m
tonnes coal p.a.); largest solar-cell manufacturer with 1gW
capacity by 2010 (China Renewable Energy Development
Overview 2008); NYSE –listed Suntech founder - $1.4 b
wealth; new generation of energy-efficient buildings

•

Coal – closure of < 10m kW by 2007, next <50m kW;
extraction, liquefaction, sequestration – SASOL (CTL) in
Ningxia + Shaanxi 10m tonnes by 2010, 30 m by 2020
(=16% total crude output); IFC (World Bank) with Xinao
Group –coal to clean-gas dimethyl

•

Bio-fuels – 3rd largest ethanol producer > 1 b gallons p.a.
Heilongjiang, Julin, Liaoning, Ahhui, Henan; incentives for
non-food forest biomass, sweet sorghum cassava + animal +
human waste for methane 26 m households
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Quiet Green Revolution (2)
•

IEA - China to invest $2.3 T (2001-30), inc $200 b for
renewables : + 7-10% p.a. by 2010 + 20% p.a. by 2020
(target 15% total energy)

•

Innovations in hydro, nuclear, coal-seam gas, biomass, wind,
solar, terrestrial heat, wave, etc across provinces

•

NGOs e.g. Green Peace in Climate Change projects in China
+ in developing Renewable Energy Law, effective 1.1.2006

•

Electric Cars – Project 863, 1986; GM $1 b Shanghai;
Tianjin launch in 2009; BYD debut E6 – 402 km single
battery charge -Zoom: The Global Race to Fuel the Car of the
Future, 2007

•

UN Carbon Exchange in Beijing (5.2.2007)

•

Eco-cities (Dongtan), towns and villages of the future

•

Biggest job and wealth creation opportunity in the 21 st C
(Economist, 18.11.2006) (Already Microsoft (Bill Gates, Paul
Allen) Sun Microsystems (Vinod Khosla), Larry Page and
Sergey Brin (Google), Elon Musk (PayPal) + Warren Buffet

•

SWFs - An Eastern Alchemy for Global Harmony

•

Pentagon-sponsored Winnng the Oil Endgame (Amory
Lovins et al, Rocky Mountain Institute, 2004).
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A roadmap for Sustainable Industrial Development
State Council, October 2008
•

Value-added hi-tech industries + 5% : IT, bio-eng, aeronautics, space
aviation, new energy & materials, marine industries

•

Energy efficiency, conservation + emission reduction in processes,
projects and buildings; restrict energy-and-emission intensive industries
(coal – 77.2% 1980 - 69.4% 2007);Energy Law in draft; 12th FYP 2011-15

•

Renewable energies - nuclear, hydro, solar, wind, biomass, marsh gas,
solid + liquid bio-fuels as % primary energy by up to 10%; coal-bed gas up
to 10 bcm

•

‘Less input, consumption, emission + high efficiency’, including energy
optimization, energy conservation and eco-preservation

•

Concrete progress building water-conserving society; complete anti-flood
systems large rivers + drought resistance of farmlands

•

Recycling Economy - Circular Economy Promotion Law 29.8.08

•

Accelerate service sector - value-added contribution to GDP by 3%

•

S & T + international cooperation ‘C but Differentiated R’

State Council February, 2009

•

Light, petrochemical, non-ferrous metals + logistics industries – ruralurban consumption, tech upgrade + innovation, -outdated capacity;
environmental protection and energy conservation, M & A to achieve scale,
clusters in central & Western provinces, quality and food safety
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New horizons - Harnessing the Sun (1)
Earth : The Sequel – The Race to Re-invent Energy and Stop Global Warming,
Fred Krupp, President of Envrionmental Defense Fund, and Miriam Horn,
W.W Norton, 2008

•
•
•

•

•

Photovoltaic - $1@peak watt = coal fire electricity grid parity
Storage – hydroelectric power
Thin films - Innovalight - Unpurified ‘nanosilicon quantum dots;
Miasole – Shanghai assembly 1 micro film CIGS (Copper, Indium,
Gallium, Selenium); Octillion - nanosilicon film on windows
Sun concentrators (maximizing value of purified silicon) – Energy
Innovations modules to be made in China; eSolar (mirrors with
small towers), both with Google (RE<C); Spectrolab (NASA
suppier) – high efficiency solar cells (40.7%) ; Concentrating
Technologies – grid-connected ‘solar farm for Arizona Public
Service; Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency + University
of Delaware use ‘spectral splitting’ 3 different color wavelengths to
achieve 42.8% cell efficiency
Solar Thermal > photovoltaics – storage of enegy as heat >
electricity – Austra (David Mills) + Himin Solar Energy Group in
Dezhou City (China’s Solar City) – earlier invention of simple solar
hot water heater now in 30 m Chinese homes; Mills ‘compact linear
Fresnel Reflector to achieve 10 -15% solar-to-electric efficiency
(next generation – 24%?); stored pressurized hot water in metallined deep underground tanks + hosting other renewables e.g.
Wind, to achieve 7 cents@ kilowatt-hr; Solargenix Energy secured
$266 m to build Nevada Solar One (64 megawatt plant on 300
acres 6 rows of mirrors ¼ mile long) to achieve 9-17 cents @kwH
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New horizons - Harnessing the Sun (2)
•

•

•

•

•

•

BrightSource Energy $50 m venture funding for computer-controlled
15-20,000 mirrors (@7 sq meters) encircling and facing 70 m
concrete towers x ‘parasitic load’ of pumping fluids through pipes to
achieve 20% s-to-e efficiency + hybrid use between gas and solar to
operate at all times
Superhot temperatures key to higher efficiency and better storage –
Abengoa, a $4b Spanish company, 115 m tall solar tower surrounded
by 624 parabolic heliostats @120 sq meters to work with molten salt
(600 degrees) but now steam at 250 degrees to reduce system fatique;
with high precision optics x solar power 1,500 times, BrightSource to
compress air at 1,200 degrees to drive ‘combined cycle’ plant
Stirling Engine Systems, Phoenix (highest efficiency heat engines
with gas-filled cylinder with hot and cold ends, concentrated sunbeam
to heat hot end, signed power purchase agreements (PPA) with San
Diego Gas and Electric + Southern California Edison to build 70,000
dishes and Stirling engines
Imponderables – More research (best in Israel) on high precision
optics, exotic metals and ceramics; fluid dynamics;reliability; storage
(‘portfolio’ of renewables?); Cap-and-Trade system; regional grids;
PPA; bonds; utilities to recover upfront cost from tariffs
Economics (National Renewable Energy Laboratory) - @gigawatt
solar thermal = 3,400 construction jobs, 250 permanent jobs, $5m tax
income
China committed (2007) to invest $200 b in ultility-scale solar power;
EU considering continental grid – solar energy in Spain in summer to
pump up water in Norway’s many hydro-electric plants (applicable to
Three Gorges Dam?)
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Yonder
horizons
– Bio-engineering
New
horizons
– Re-inventing
bio-fuels
•

•

•

•

Biofuels < 1/100 as efficient as best solar cell in converting solar
radiation to energy; switchgrass, cutting-edge energy crop, converts
only 0.3% of solar energy into chemical energy; huge demand for
water + need for coal-fired boilers to generate required heat and
pressure + competing for land and agriculture; 25 gallons of corn
ethanol = @food for entire year
Yeast catabolyzes sugar for own energy by excreting ethanol. Genome
design to turn yeast into hyperactive ‘energy factory’ (Amyris (from
artemisinin, WHO-adopted Chinese anti-malaria cure) secured $20m
venture funding hoping to achieve market value of $10b by 2010.
Approached by Virgin Fuels to develop low-carbon jet fuel.
Cellulosic revolution – biomass energy balance (output/input) ratio
36BTU/1 v Brazilian ethanol 8BTU/1, corn-ethanol 1.3BTU/1;
Verenium – bagasse (cane fibre), perennial grass and wood – nonfood crops = 5x yield of grain-based ethanol – Amyris-style
(proprietary bacteria) fermenting technologies; BioEthanol Japan –
from wood construction waste; BP investing $80 m in British JV with
jatropha
Bio-propecting – for exotic enzymes (extremophiles thriving in
extreme conditions; guts of termites and wood-boriung beetles, biomass degraders e.g button mushrooms for ‘greengene’ enzymes);
enzymes lower energy required for chemical reaction; Diversa
‘gigamatrix’ computerised system for enzyme cocktails; German
CHOREN Industries applying CTL technology to liquify biomass; US
research into re-generating the tall perennial grass once inhabiting the
Great Plains
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New horizons – Applying Nature to Algae
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Very adaptable (sewage, boiling, Antartica and the Dead Sea;
NO2 (smog) into N (usable as fertilizer) and O; CO2 + H in
water to sugar
Extraction: Methanol + catalyst = glycerins + methylesters =
hydrogenated methylesters = diesel fuel; algae 30x vegetable
oil @ acre > sunflowers or rapeseed; 1 acre = 5,000 gallons
biofuel p.a.
Algae program x1996 but revived by National Renewable
Energy Lab 2007; GreenFuel failed with 1,000 sq m
greenhouse but succeeded with 100 sq m; need to balance
speed of growth v access to light; GMO too risky; ‘horizonal
thin film’ technolgy for land-extensive US and ‘matrix’
system for land-expensive Europe
Shanghai Jun Ya Yan Tech Dev Co + US PetroSun in $40m
deal (Oct 2008) to set up algae biofuel facility in China
Shell Pernis Refinery, Rotterdam feeds ‘greehouse’ gases as
ferilizers for greenhouse flower farms; GreenFuel Emissionsto-Biofuel (E2B) algae bioreactor in Phoenix – stack gases to
grow algae
Sequestrate? ‘spending so much in getting carbon out and dig
again to put it back?’ (Ray Hobbs, Future Fuels, Arizona
Public Service)
Single-cell algae 3 ½ b yrs, building block in Nature’s cabon
cycle – atmosphere – organisms + oceans – sediments + rocks atmosphere
Simulating Nature which turned biomass into petroleum with
tectonic pressure + heat in the first place
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New Horizons – Ocean Energy
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Potential fraction of Solar v consistency, predictability and intensity;
computerisation, oceanographics, and hydroacoustics (marine life)
2006 Oregon State put Wave Energy top of agenda with tax credits;
potential sites Pacific coast N California to Alaska (Electric Power
Research Institute – potential to meet 10% of US energy demand);
Europe’s Atlantic Coasts, W Australia, SW of S America and Africa
AcquaEnery – floating cluster AquaBuOYs @8 ft steel cylinder with
rubber marine hosts at top and bottom pulling piston to drive a central
turbine on a barge; 80 megawatt plant outside Makah Bay (NW tip of
US) takes ½ sq mile of bay to suppy ½ electricity of the Olympic
Peninsula; PPA with Clallam County Public Utitlity District; company
bought by Finavera Renewables of Canada
Europeans leading in hydroelectric technologies .
Onshore - SW Enland Regional Development Agency $43 m for wave
hub off Cornwall . Wavegen, Scotland - waves to compress /suck air in
rock chamber to drive turbines (no seawater corrosion); Wave Dragon,
Wales - waves through curved ramps into reservoir with turbines
Offshore - Scotland’s Ocean Power Delivery - 500-ft articulated
submerged ‘sea-snakes’ with hydraulic rams – 2.25 megawatt facitliy
in Portugal + 3-megawatt project in Scotland 2008; $50 m from GE,
Carbon Trust + European venture capital
Tidal Energy– Voith Siemens Hydro to build 600 megawatt plant in
Wando, S Korea by 2018; bridgte-like structures + underwater
‘windmills’ with 50 ft blades; giant tidal generators to suspend in Gulf
Stream?; NY Verdant Power + Washington-based Oceana Energy
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New Horizons – Geothermal Energy
•

Chena Power Plant, Fairbanks, Alaska – Hot spring – heat
exchanger – vapourizing low-boiling point fluid into
high- speed (2x sound) pressurized gas (220 pounds@sq
in) - spinning turbines at 15,000 rpm; United Technologies
Corporation (UTC), Conn ; Ormat Technologies, Israel

•

Ministry of Lands and Resources (1 Sept 2009) – China to
develop geothermal energy in next 5 years. China’s
Nobao secured $25 m (August 2009) for geothermal heat
pumps with grid of tubes containing water and glycol
(cooling and heat transfer agent) to heat and cool water
and air as needed. Estimated energy savings of 70%

•

Underground water in deep hot rock reaches 370 degrees
C; hot water coming up in oil wells measure 120 -150
degrees C; 2007 MIT Report ‘The Future of Geothermal
Energy’ – using advanced drilling techniques to inject
water into the earth’s crust of hot dry rock (> 5,000 ft)
to mine ‘heat’.

•

National Renewable Energy Laboratory estimates 4-20 %
of US energy needs by 2025
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New Horizons – Re
Re--thinking Coal
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

China ~80% electricty from coal, adding a 500 megawatt coal-fired plant every 4
days; consuming more coal > US + EU + Japan; now 20% global emissions
Nearly all burn pulverized coal blown into a burner – ‘sub-critical’ temperature 35%
energy conversion. ‘Super’ to ultra-critical’ up to 590 degrees C (40% efficiency).
50% at > 760 degrees
Carbon capture -‘chilled ammonia process’– chilled flue gas + ammonium
carbonate to form bicarbonate. Chilling precipitates SO2 and mercury. Re-heated
using waste heat from power plant to release pure CO2 for injection into ground.
American Electric Power, US No 1 emitter, plans to inject 100,000 tons CO2 p.a. into
‘saline aquifers’ 10,000 ft deep. Alstom + Toshiba for‘cryogenic process’ to chill flue
gases to -40 degrees turning CO2 into dry ice, then defrosted for sequestration.
Carbozyme seeks venture capital for enzymes to clean CO2 faster, binding CO2 first
into bicarbonate for easy transmission before reversal into pure CO2 (human body)
Gasification of coal before burning makes pollutant removal easier. Gasification
with pure O produces only CO and H; CO + steam to turn into CO2 to be removed
by solvent. H to be burnt for carbon-free energy. Integrated Gasification Combined
Cycle (IGCC) uses hot gas from H combustion to produce steam to drive second
turbine. GreatPoint Energy has raised $137 m for coal-to-methane technology. To
open demo plant in China in 3 yrs to turn coal into natural gas in $100-200 m deal
with Datang Huanyin Electric Power, world’s biggest single polluter (April, 2009)
Underground Coal Gasifcation (UCG) Siemens 1868, Lenin and Stalin up to
WWII. Drilling 2 or more holes in coal seam deep underground to start fire and let
resultant hot gas (1,200 degrees C) from burning edge to gasify the rest. Laurus to
shift all of Canada’s 20 coal-fired plants underground. Benefits - no mining
calamities, no open pits, no polluted run-offs, no transportation, access to vast
reserves otherwise out of reach (+300 %). Ergo Energy price $1@million BTU = 1/3
– 1/6 surface gasifier price; adding carbon capture = $30@megawatt–hr, not much
above pulvized coal without carbon capture. Advanced computer simulation to avoid
ground water contamination and surface subsidence. Now UCG in development
worldwide, including China (largest).
Geologic sequestration - Reactor zone storage – using underground cavity created
by UCG to store CO2 on the spot; risks of water contamination and subsidence

New Horizons – Today’s solutions
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Climate Change and the Energy Revolution
Afforestation. Tropical rainforest (20-40 m acres destroyed p.a. 2nd largest
cause of Climate Change after fossil fuels. Brazil now created 69 m acres Xingu
Protected Areas Corridor, largest in the world. China’s Great Green Wall
Household and community energy efficiency; ‘demand response programs’ +
software to regulate energy demands in households and public and business
buildings; energy saving light bulbs and electrical appliances, minimizing idling
engines; Intelligent Grid Management to divert excess to where most needed;
GridPoint (Washington DC) – smart home battery to store and use excess energy
(e.g. from household renewables) for changing conditions; modular carpets
Methane from livestock and landfills (and human waste) as household energy
Products embracing Nature’s intelligent designs (seaweed coils against tidal
impact – da Vinci’s ‘whirlpools’, Googleboat marine craft in shapes of dolphins
and whales; PAX Scientifc translates geometrics of Nature’s flows and forms into
algorithms for designs of incredible beauty and energy efficiency e.g a fan shaped
like a swirling cloud and a lily-shaped water treatment steel mixer
BSST converts waste heat in car exhaust into electrical power and is working
with Carrier to develop solid-state refrigerators and airconditoners; IBM launched
2007 Big Green Innovations – virtual central servers; Deep Thunder efficicient
weather logistics; smart water management systems combined with soil sensors
Cement production = 5% global emissions > all global travel EcoRock – made
with exothermic chemical reaction, no heat required, stronger, cheaper and
lighter. CalStar Cement proprietary process uses fly ash (after coal combustion)
less 90% emssions
Building codes, ‘cool paints’, energy labelling, appliance standards; urban
planning to avoid driving , congestion zones and pay-as-you-drive insurance
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New Horizons – The Car of the Future
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

PayPal founder Elon Musk funded Telsa Motors to produce
Telsa Roadster. Open-souce R & D to drive car with 7,000
recyclable lithium-batteries.
Google’s Larry Brilliant developing Think into an intelligent
Car Company of the Future, producing ‘networkded cars’
amenable to modular upgrading.
2007 GM launched Chevy Volt Hydrogen (fuel cell).
California-based ZAP to manufacture in China light-weight
high-performaance aluminimu ZAP-X, capable of 155 mph
with a range of 350 m on a ten-minute re-charge.
Austin-based EEStor developing ‘ultra-capacitator
technolgy’ sandwiching chemical compound amonst
thousands metal wafers made of barium titanate claimed to
power Canadian-made ZENN Motor car for 500 miles with a
5–minute charge
Car batteries tap into off-peak grid supply, store excess
household energy and plug into the grid (V2G) to provide
standby power in exchange for payment; potential for Google
to manage V2G, including tracking, matching and payment
Energy efficiecny enhancement will reduce energy per mile
to 1/3, + biofuels will reduce emission to 1/12; Ethanol
Boosting System (to overcome cylinder overheating = energy
losss of 25%), reducing emission by 20%. Aptera Motors to
radically streamline aerodynamics (95% of power consumed
against drag), extended mirrors (using 10 mpg) to be replaced
with cameras linked to LCD screen + reducing weight to
produce a car capable of 250 mpg
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New Horizons – Yonder possibilities
•

•

•

•

•

Nuclear Fusion – ITER (The Way) (EU, US, Russia, China, India, Japan and
Korea); Tri Alpha (fusion of non-radioactive boron-11 (fibreglass)
‘impossible’ aneutronic fusion’ 5x energy barrier > normal deutrium/tritium
fusion, staggering high temperatures, compact – size of a case of wine = 100
megawatt facility –Investors include Microsoft founder Paul Allen and
Goldman Sachs 5-15 years?
Artificial leaves – light to electricty and chemical bonds (as in
photosynthesis), but instead of sugar – methane, methanol, or hydrogen; viral
batteries (3x storage)
Mining the sky – Sky Wind Power, Colo. –flying generators 35,000 ft
transmitting energy through aluminoum tethers over ground base 10x20 miles;
Makani Power, Ca (Google’s RE<C partner) – tethered kites; Royal Dutch
Shell backed ‘ladder mill’ version of kites turning gererator-linked wheels (50
megawatts @5 cents kwH); Cool Earth Solar, Ca - solar power in high
altitudes using suspended concave bottom directed at high photvoltaic centre;
National Security Space Office Advanced Concepts Office – space orbiting
arrays beaming electromagnetic energy to earth
Artificial tree farms - using sodium carbonate to bind CO2 . 40 ft tree
removes1 ton of CO2@day but with flue gases? Inestors include Jeffrey Sachs
of Earth Institute at Columbia University and climate scientist Wally Broecker
(conveyor belt ocean currents)
‘Staircase to Heaven’ (Economist May 2007) – auroral oval 1of 2 earth
openings to outer space allowing charged particles of solar wind to slip into
the atmosphere as ‘northern lights’; – Afred Wong , UCLA proposes to ionize
CO2 with powerful lasers - negatively-charged CO2 ions to go up along lines
of world’s magnetic force, spinned up with radio waves and aided by solar
wind; lasers and radio waves driven by geothermal energy?
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China’s Green Opportunity
McKinsey Quarterly, May 2009 (metric gigatons CO2 equivalent)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2005 GHG emissions
Unrestrained growth
2030 frozen technology scenario
Policy reduction (policies, targets, tech development)
2030 Policy scenario
Full technical abatement potential*
2030 Abatement scenario

6.8
+ 16.1
22.9
- 8.4
14.5
- 6.7
7.8

* Green Power – 2005 % Coal (81) 2030 % Coal (34) hydro (19), nuclear (16), wind
(12), solar (8), gas (8), other (4)
* Green Transport – 330m cars by 2030 > US; 100% green cars by 2020 = oil import
less 30-40%
* Green Industry – 1/3 of energy consumed 44% emissions; technology, efficiency,
standards, conservation, recycling (e.g. coal-bed methane), agric waste, CCS
* Green Buildings – eco-villages, towns and cities; natural gas, CFL (compact
fluorescent light-bulbs; green designs, efficient heating and ventilation
* Green Ecosystems – Forest coverage being raised from 11 to 20% by 2010; regulated
grazing; widespread use of agricultural methane (already 23m homes); sustainable
23
agriculture – land management, desertification and water management
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